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PO. Box 296. Telephone 285. 

HOPKINS, HAYR AND CO. 
Proprietors and Publishers of Publishers’ of 

The AUSTRALASIAN BEE JOURNAL | The AUSTRALASIAN BEE MANUAL 

Manufacturers, Dealers, and Importers of all kinds of Apiarian Appliances. Importers and 
Breeders of ITALIAN QUEENS. Honey Tinned, Labelled, Packed, and Sold on Commigsion (see 
cireular on back cover). Estimates furnished of eost of fitting out any sized Apiary, and their 

laying out undertaken. 

APIARIES ATTENDED TO AND KEPT IN ORDER 
BEESWAX BOUGHT AND SOLD ON COMMISSION. 

ae « ny ‘Nn OFFICE & STORE: LOWER QUEEN ST., AUCKLAND. 

“our new Illustrated Catalogue is now ready and contains quite a big list of NEW APPLI- 
ANCES, BEE BOOKS, HONEY PLANT SEEDS, &c., &c., never before introduced into the Australasian 
Colonies, ineluding :— 

siege IMPLEMENTS. | BEE LITERATURE. 

Honey Tanks Root’s “ A BC of Bee Culture ” : 
One Piece Sections Cook’s “‘ Manual of the Apiary ” 
Uncapping Cans Alley’s “ Queen Rearing” 

Extractor Gearings | Heddon’s “Success in Bee Culture” 
Extractor Wire Cloth | Phinn’s “ Dictionary of Apiculture” 
Reversible Frame Devices Kohuke’s “ Origim and Cureof Foul Brood” 
Bingham and Hetherington Honey Knife | Jones’ “ Foul Brood and its Management ” 
Wire Embedders, Atomisers ; The Dzierzon Theory ” 
Jones’ Wax Extractors Simmins’ “ Direct Queen Introduction” 

Solar Wax Extractors Cowan’s British Beekeepers’ Guide Book 
Alley’s Queen Nurseries Diagrams of the Anatomy and Physiology of the 
Alley’s Introduving Cages Honey Bee, dvc., de. 
Grimshaw’s “ Apifuge,” ke, &e., &e. 

HONEY PLANT SEEDS,—Among many others we have : 
Melilot Clover Californian White Sage : 
Bokhara Clover Texas Horse Mint 
Rocky Mountain Bee Plant The celebrated Chapman Honey Plant 

PRICE LIST FREE.
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ATES’ ELIABLE OEEDS . y re 

CHOICE SEEDS FOR THE GARDEN AND FARM. 

VEGETABLE SEEDS, 6d per packet *SWEDE, YATES’ CHAMPION PURPLETOP *SWEDE, YATES’ SELECT GREENTOP 
FLOWER SEEDS (ordinary), 3d per packet *YELLOW AB: RDEEW GREENTOP *YELLOW ABERDEEN PURPLETOP 

* The best strains in cultivation. Prices on application, 

+RED CLOVER (English and American) {COW GRASS (English and American) +WHITE FINEST (Dutch) +ALSYKE AND TIMOTHY 
+ New seeds now coming to hand. Cash prices-and samples on application. 

YATES' Reliable Vegetable Seeds may be procured from local agents in every township in the colony. 
Nore.—I guarantee none genuine unless in sealed packets bearing my name and address. t 

: ARTHUR YATES, Seedsman, Auckland, N.Z., 237 Sussex Street, Sydney, 
AND AT WANC'ESTER, ENGLAND. 

THE ITALIAN BEE Banat. Bros. & Co. 
COMPANY. s 

ce MANUFACTURERS OF ‘HIVES, 

BEE FARM AT PARRAMATTA, ol Ae 
In charge of W. ABRAM. 

APIARIAN APPLIANORES, 

OFFICE, 312 GEORGE STREET, SYDNEY, 
iv 

S. MACDONNELL, Secretary, TIMBER MERCHANTS 

Mr W. Abram, Manager of this Company, served his time H A U R A K I Ss A WwW M I [ee EE Ss 

under the late Dathe, the celebrated German naturalist, and, 

till his death lately, the greatest living authority on bee 

coer TURUA, THAMES, NEW ZEALAND. 
Before leaving his mother country, Mr Abram secured a 

number of splendid Italian Queens, which took prizes at 

various Exhibitions in Europe. In addition, the Company, 

through Messrs Newman, of Chicago (publishers of the Fert or 

American Bee Journal), had several colonies of specially- 

selected Italian Bees sent from America. a 
Price Lists sent FREE on application. 

Under the skilled care of Mr Abram, the Company has 

established the finest strains of Italians. No hybrids nor 

black bees are kept. All queens are carefully tested in every —— 

case for their worker progeny, and when time allows, for 
their queen progeny. 

ic ists Bees, Hives, , ete. ,, te ie eth Shane eet apa fg Patek om earliow | yp, 4 raw Foundation Machines om hand 
S| | 

C. C. BROWN rue 
CORNER OF 7 

SCOTT PRINTING COMPANY cooK AND HoBsON sTREETs | OTT PRINTING COMPANY 
HIGH STREET and VULCAN LANE, 

AUCKLAND. AUCKLAND. 

AUSTRIAN SUITE GENERAL JOBBING PRINTERS 

Consisting of Couch, Four Small Chairs, Lady’s Rock I , pS oar eres are reas oS cae cker and BILLHEADS, MEMOS, CIRCULARS, . 

Every description of FURNITURE and UPHOLSTERY ¥ % 
kept infsfooleaud made to order on short notice. Tom PRICE LISTS, CARDS, Ere. Ere. 

Tore { 

COUNTRY ORDERS PROMPTLY EXECUTED. ES ea ES. ; 

Remember the Address! H, -H. HAYR & Co., PROPRIETORS.
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The Australasian Bee Journal. Editorial. 
PUBLISHED MONTHLY. 5 > oe 

TcHOBIINS ae can aciss se OP RROM SEASONABLE. OPERATIONS. 
ee HOPKINS, HAYR & CO., DECEMBER. 

Proprietors and Publishers. Since writing last month we have been favoured with 
much better bee weather, and the bees have pulled up 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION : considerably. i he most jonverd colonies commenced 
i f swarming early last’ month, while some in the most 

Per Anwiom (ip advance) oe ety «peu O favoured localities threw off swarms in October ; 
= Post Free on day of Publication. the majority of swarms, however, did not come off till 

All correspondence for publication and business communi- the middle of November. The season, though a little 
eations to be addressed to the Editor, P.O. Box 296, Auckland, _ late, has opened very favourably, and so far gives pro- 
New Zealand, mise of being rather above the average. Clover is 
——— SSS «CO showing up well, and-4f late. frosts -keép off, there should 

; Contents be « large yield from this source. Generally speaking a 
z : Bocd ee ete isa good year all round. Beekeepers 

SMnEEEE iat ee ee ee ill a t rvest as hh th is 
EDITORIAL — neaaoht for svestere Sobtilr UHEPESHINNES eae Stnanaiee 

Seasonable Operations— December He 83 all that can be raised. We believe wale reached the 
Revival of the New Zealand Beekeepers’ lowest prices that we shail see for some years again, 
Waseca 84 and though they may not rise very much for some little 

Eau BEE ie Co time, there will be no difficulty in disposing of all the 
Foul Brood in Australasia Bas agi 84 honey that can be raised. All the honey that has been 
Bright and ‘‘ Leather-coloured” Italians ... 85 lying in stock for, the past two or three years is now ig ane 2 Bs a 

Genahaine Aplingye res aes hus me68 “SRRORR RR Oar Rea aati A Tad 
Victorian Beekeepers’ Asoociation ie 86 the honey trade is much Petter than it ke Bead faa the 
Queensland Beekeepers’ Association ea: 86 past three or four years. ‘i 
South Australian Beekeepers’ Association.. 86 Where honey and not increase is the principal object 
TA picol swarming should now. be kept down. Storage room 
eens be ie gS 86 should be given to the bees as fast as they require it ti S s re re it, 

The Proposed Pamphlet... rf ae 87 and in hot weather give plenty of ventilation by pushing 
Bee Notes from New South Wales, by S. A.B. 87 the hives forward on the bottom boards till the body 
Otago Beekeepers’ Association... a 87 _ is flush with the front edge of the former. In very strong 

Sugars, Syrups, and “Glucose, by: TJ. fie sls ht ya have sear ip ee HCH. ote a 
Maulvany on oe ee ee 88 of inches. Nothing will induce to ‘swarming so much as 

Controlling a Honey Field, by R. J. Kendall 89 insufficient ventilation. As soon as the brood nest from 

New Zealand Beekeepers’ Association—Foul ybeiover Sana Ree moral epoirireighe 
Bi ota 2 3 ees gt rh eo reparations lor swarming. 
y 7 Brood: ae BA: iy fs 90. Colonies raising comb-honey require particular attention 

* Strong Stocks and Young Queens hee 91 owing’ to there being less freedom for the passage of air 
OCCASIONAL NOTES— in. the supers than where there are no sections and 

No. 1:+Shakespére on Bees and Honey, by Bg eh naam as soon as Well finished and fill u 
T. J. Mulvany oe on a 92 with empty ones; clean the propolis off those runiaveds 

CORRESPONDENCE— and store them ina dry, well-ventilated room for a few 
. | Boul Brood: (ls ie ie a 93 days to get seasoned before sending them to market. 

EXTRACTS FROM FOREIGN JORRNALS— SEAT OWE Acie dio Gueticney Uae wtger ay ies 
Foul Brood oa Ae oe as 93 swarming. Extract. from the supers.as often as necessary 
oO and also from:the side combs in the brood chamber if 

3 VOTICE they contain much honey. Should the queen commence 
Gees . s : ‘S by an be pupae combs put on a third story next the 

3 cee rood chamber and remove any combs the e may be from 
We shall deem it a favour if our contributors below free from brood or eggs and put those from the 

3 : : super in which the: queen has laid-in their place» Some 
and correspondents will send in their copy early complain of the queen laying in the extracting supers 
this month, as we wish to get out the Journal before and use queen excluder honey board for the purpose of 
LOK IER lida: : ‘ : preventing her entering them, but we have found that by a 
the Chrestmas holidays commence. little judicious management and the use of a third story
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which is also an giseniege in Shey ears little or a good portion of their time to its interests to take 
no inconvenlence arises Irom her olng so, nence We initi ; Tr . 1 r j i ") Prcicraitee DeMeeenel: ono, quaen eenlucee. jauo eat pe initiative in again putting it in harness. We 

after it is extracted from the combs should always be already have the promise of several practical bee- 
allowed to stand without being disturbed for a few days keepers in and around Auckland, not only to give 
pol fanned off, moe ou au lies Been ex- their support in the way of membership fees, but 
ract efore being sealed over y ie ees. n any pley- a a jati 

case there is sure to be a quantity of very fine particles of also pons eee to carry the Association OF 
wax through the honey that will require to be skimmed  SUccesstully. his, however, though very import- 

off after time has been allowed for them to rise to the ant, is not sufficient without the support of bee- 
surface. Unripened honey is sure to ferment sooner or keepers generally. Before the Association could 
later if tinned up in that state, BO that particular atten- \yndertake any matter it must be in funds. The 

Eomenouid be Dud. to thie mater: expenses would certainly not be great, but without e 9 

RETUEUIRG-BAEMBS funds it could do nothing. With a membershi 
Swarms will sometimes come off when least wanted,  fge of say 5s, there vould ba at least from fifty a 

and in spite of all we can do to prevent them. In such (as herdine starparich alin ia 
Gases it is better to return them so that the parent hives S°VeDty Ne members bo start with. I his woutd sive 
may not be weakened in the height of the honey flow. We 2 sum of from £12 10s. to £18 15s; with anything 
have found the best plan to do this is to hive the swarm less than the lowest sum we think it would be 
in the usual way and place it alongside the parent colony _ygeless to make a start. We believe we would 
for the time being, shading it from the heat of the sun. ave ore adi liciouley uae tinea B hi 
Then cut out every queen cell from the parent colony #V® DO BCA UE OCU hy veer tne eM OES 
and put the hive containing the swarm on the parent ab any time, in fact we are pretty certain we 
hive as a super towards evening; by the next morning can count on that number ; if then another thirty 

the pee are at work again as though nothing had will voll up we will at once call a meeting to elect 
occurred. % * ise | eae a managing committee and secretary. 

It is very tia aay eee eh atl to come off Some bye thi ea Aegan Neg On) po) any v swarms ors ti rt wi , i 
unless in need of increase; they weaken the parent members to start with, and that we might get the 
colony so much that a good part of the season may be number after a start was made, but bearing in mind 
lost before it is strong enough again to store surplus that the Association would be practically useless 
haneys g Seinceend, SARE ORY; SOnerAy Pe erpecies without funds, and that if it hung fire for a time 

eee ee ete oct et ee OT LS AY dnc tee, _ its members would become dissatistied, we’ believe queen cells but one be cut out, say, on the fifth day, there . . nape es . 
will be no second swarm ; if cut out earlier the bees may it would be unwise to attempt to do anything in 
build others over eggs or very young larve, but they will the matter until we are certain of being strong 

not do so when aa eve oe Hye days old, unless there enough to go straight ahead without fear of break- 
are no queen cells at all in e hive. = * . A oe: * 

The main crop of buckwheat, mustard, and other honey ing down Latour i a a good working eet 4 
plant seeds may be sown this month, to provide late and committee, available at any time—the (Want 
autumn forage to come in after the usual kinds are past of which was the great weakness of the Association 

flowering. formerly—these are now to be obtained, all of 
whom ave good practical beekeepers, so that we 

. feel convinced that if an effort is made, and the 
REVIVAL OF aa Any oe BEE- Association again set going, we shall have no cause 

KEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION. to complain of its inefficiency so long as the 
Pea ‘support of those who will be benefited by it is 

“LaMH DEARG Ertn” in another column has given to it. 

touched upon two very important matters affecting Se 

the welfare of the beekeeping industry, viz., the FOUL-BROOD IN AUSTRALASIA. 
resuscitation of the New Zealand Beekeepers’ ee | 
‘Association, and dealing with foul-brood, both of IN almost every district, from one end of the / 

which we feel the greatest interest in. The first Australasian colonies to the other, that scourge of 
. . . 2 - xt ye re cist: j ; 

principally concerns New Zealand beekeepers, while the beekeeping industry, foul-brood, exists. Eight | 

the latter is unfortunately, owing to the prevalence years ago it was only khown to be in a very few 

of the disease, a matter that gives the greatest widely-separated districts, and clean healthy . 

concern to every progressive beekeeper in the colonies were then the ruJe, whereas they are the 
Australasian colonies. We shall here deal with eae oe umn’ aaeet has spread to an 
the first question, leaving the other to be discussed °*°¢PMOP i =e 
in another place. alarming extent during the past few years, thou | 

It is needless to recapitulate the history’ of the sands of colonies have perished, and some districts 
New Zealand Beekeepers’ Association and the have become so infected with it that it is only 

causes which led to its premature decline, as most with the greatest vigilance and persererance that 
of our readers already know the facts. It is beekeeping even on a small scale sea Re ae oe 

: enough for us to know that it is practically dead, at all in them. Very. eee eed, can 
and the questions are, can it be revived ? and if so _ boast of being entirely free from the Cee at the 
is there any likelihood of it being kept going to present time. Tt is now a matter of so serious a 

the benefit of its members and the industry nature, in fact, that unless some thoroughgoing 

generally? To the first we reply yes, most steps are taken very shortly to stamp out the pest 
decidedly, provided there is sufficient support forth. the beekeeping industry in these colonies will soon 

coming from the beekeeping fraternity to make it become a matter of history. Hundreds of people 

worth while for those who are prepared to devote have been compelled to give up keeping bees at
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considerable loss to themselves, owing to their BRIGHT AND “ LEATHER-COLOURED ” 
inability to conquer the enemy, and many who ITALIANS. 
looked to honey-production as a means of livelihood, abs 
or to augment their small means, have been sadl “4 
disappointed by their bees dying off. The a Our fair correspondent, “8. A. oe has asked us 
periences of Mr. G. Stevenson and “Lamh dearg for an opinion on the qualities of light and dark 

Erin,” so graphically described by them in our Jast coloured “ strains” of Italian bees. Having had 

and present issues, are similar to that of hundreds considerable experience with both kinds, and paid 

of others, and ther re are few indeed pte would a some attention to their comparative qualities, our 
soon become disheartened and give in under Bh : i 
Emnmoineumnatariies: opinion, which we cheerfully give, may be of some 

We have given the subject our serious attention little value. The first Italian bees we imported 
for many years past, and the position we have held came from a celebrated apiary in Southern Calli- 
has given us facilities for learning all particulars fornia, and were some of the brightest yellow bees 
connected with the spreading and mischief done we have seen. They had been carefully bred from 
by the disease. Nearly every mail brings us word imported mothers that were sent ditect from the 
from some quarter of the trouble and losses caused northern part of Italy. The name of the breeder 
by it, and our object now is to foveibly impress has escaped our memory, though the particulars 
upon the minds of all our readers the seriousness were sent us with the queens, but it certainly was 
of the case, so that some concerted action may be not Bianconcini, These bees we found very 
taken to adopt stringent measures to eradicate the tractable and bore out very closely all the qualities 
disease, if possible, before it is too late. The attributed to Italians by American writers. Our 
greatest evils that we have to contend against second importation came from the same apiary and 
while fighting the disease are careless, ignorant, were similar to the first; but wishing to introduce 
and old-fashioned box-hive beekeepers. Wemay some fresh blood we obtained the third lot from 
persevere season after season with remedies to another apiary in California belonging to Mr. Cary, 
rid our apiavies cf foul-prood, but it is labour in an old and leading apiarist (he died some eighteen 
vain while some of our neighbours leave old boxes months ago). ‘These were darker, what has since 
and combs rotten with disease about, from which een called leather-coloured. We soon found that 

the germs may be carried by every healthy bee these had to be handled much more carefully than 
that settles upon them, and yet we are helpless in the lighter coloured bees, in fact we had to get our 
the matter. It is monstrous to think that we first bee-veil made soon after we got them. Had 

should be at the mercy of such people, and high the three yellow bands not been distinctly visible 
time that we took steps to protect ourselves. we should have declared them hybrids, they proved 
There is no other way of getting over the difficulty go vicious on the least provocation. Our faith in 
that we can see than by adopting the American the gentleness of Italians received a severe shaking 
plan of getting an Act passed to compel the des- at this time, though the pure progeny of our first 
truction by fire of all old boxes and combs and queens, that is the light strain of bees, were a great 
everything that has been in contact with deseased contrast in this respect. Having comparatively 

bees, and im cases where there isa probable chance few colonies at that time, and being anxious to 
of cure the proper remedies to be applied. breed from the very best queens only, wekepta strict 

Our views on the matter were Jaid before the account of the work done and the amount of honey 
industrial commission appointed by the last stored by each. To our surprise we found that the 
Parliament and were published in full in the  Jeather-coloured bees were far ahead of the lighter 
Farmer, Owing to the abrupt termination of the ones, would come out stronger in the spring, and 

sitting the letter was shelved and we suppose that consequently were in better condition at the first 
nothing will come of it. Wenoticethatthe South eon:mencement of the honey season. On first 
Australian beekeepers are moving in the same going to Matamata we bred principally from this 
direction, and judging by what the Legislature has strain, but many of our customers having read 
already done for the beekeeping industry in that about very light bees thought that the queens we 

colony, weexpect to hear ofa Foul-brood Actcoming — gent wut could not be pure because they had in the 

into force there very shortly. This is clearly a first place come from America, and in the next 
case for a beekeepers’ association to take up, and were not so light as they expected to see. It was 

shows the necessity of some such united body on this account we first sent to Mr Fullwood for 
taking action. The representation of a single one of his Bianconcini queens and then direct to 
individual can have but little effect while the voice Italy. Though for working qualities we prefer the 

of a body would receive attention. leather-coloured strain we have endeavoured to get 
Pevhaps it might be as well, if the above sug- the very lightest as most suitable for our queen 

gestions meet the views of our readers, to get upa trade. We believe the brightest Italians are 
petition in each of the colonies to present to their obtained from the Swiss Alpine districts, and we 
several Parliaments. The leading beekeepers in have done our best to get these by sending an 
the different districts could obtain the signatures order to Messrs Neighbour and Sons, London, but 
of all favourable to the movement, which could be unfortunately none of them reached us alive. 
attached together before presentation. We do To sum up, our experience teaches us that the 
hope something will be done quickly, and we shall brightest bees are the gentlest, and the darker or 
be glad to hear the opinions of our readers, leather-coloured strain is the hardiest and best
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honey gatherers. . We quite agree with “S. A. B.”. VICTORIAN BEEKEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION, 
that we have got quite sufficient of the Bian- = 
concini blood in our colonial apiaries, and that we Av the sixteenth meeting of the above Association, 
should endeavour to introduce some fresh. Mr. Ellery, President, in the chair, among other 

business a very good suggestion was made, viz.,° 
: that beekeepers: throughout. Australia and New: 

GRIMSHAW’S APIFUGE. Zealand should co-operate towards a combined) 
fa pees Australasian exhibit in the coming Centennial 

Teenie late: Hbropsanienaly Amkeronn: bee Exhibition at Melbourne next year. The main» 
aR eee * : feature in the idea appears to be to secure a special 

journals will have noted that Mr. Grimshaw, section in the Exhibition for apicultural exhibits, 
a prominent English beekeeper, has recently dis- rather than have them scattered through the dif, 
covered a liquid or liquids, to which he has given ferent courts. If the idea can be carried out with’ 

the name of Apifuge, and which, when rubbed on PY thing like success, the result will prove in the: 
8 ‘Hesh “will ih £ stibk Bases highest degree beneficial to the honey industry in 

mts Be it aah ake ae Seis hata, Sustralasias One combined display would draw. 
stinging. It is now a little over twelve months more attention than twice the number of exhibits 
since Mr. Grimshaw first. made. the discovery could if scattered about the Exhibition. The oppor- 
known to the beekeeping world, and in the tunity will be a grand one for the distribution of 

interval it has been tested by a very large number _ leaflets on the value of honey and the uses to which» 
of British and Continental beekeepers, all of whom it can be put. We would suggest that the various 
pronounce it a:great success. M. Bertrand, the a on AR Sine: get atari tae 
editor of the Swiss bee journal, devotes a special OF ; of such leaflets. ie probable cost. 
article in his July number to ‘L’Apifuge Grim- of the larger number would not exceed from £15 
shaw.’ He there tells how he tested it in manipu- to £20, and the good they would do toward 
lating a strong colony of Cyprians in a three-story. creating a demand for honey is incalculable. 
hive, which he first attempted to operate upon EWONY asd) eras 
without the Apifuge. He says :—‘The bees were ee HG ee ee 
not slow in stinging us atrociously on the hands QUEENSLAND BEEKEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

and 2. elsewhere ; we were absolutely wy jearn from the journal of the National Association 
covered by bees, which introduced themselves at of Queensland, that the first annual meeting of the 
every possible point in our clothing. As they Queensland Beekeepers’ Association was held on the 20th 
began to get very excited, attacking the assistants of August last, at which the following new office-bearers 

ies Se y id abl dis A : were elected :—President, J. B. L. Isambert, M.L.A ; 
and even persons a considerable distance away in Vicg-Presidents, W. Jack, and R. J. Cribb; Committee, 
the garden, we closed the hive in order to resume Rey. J. Carson, W. F. Lyon, J. Trundle, jun., and 
the demonstration on other colonies less evilly J. W. Cary ; Treasurer, R. Jarrott; Secretary, E. C. 
disposed. The next morning we determined to be Cusack 3 Editor, R. J. Cribb. The report states that 

ath aes -- b 2 th dhad "very, interesting and instructive papers were read 
quits with our Cyprians by other means, and had _ quying the year and many profitable evenings were spent 
recourse to Apifuge, with which we perfumed our discussing various topics alative ta advanced bee culture, 
hands and veil. Not the least excitement was eng minds ue Py sng that the Cheeta Becherpetss 

> Wi , 4 Ss. Aissociation has had a very enjoyable and successiul year, 

ee - ne a ae 2 — ak a and is ready to commence a new year with a balance in 
ONS ROLES WO eNe wit ous interrup Ing their wer ~ hand, and hopes to have even a better record for the 
ing, and without experiencing a single sting.” M. ensuing than it presents for the past year. 
Bertrand also speaks of the Apifuge in high terms ee ee a 
as a remedy for stings. He says:—‘ A drop of SOUTH AUSTRALIAN BEEKEEPERS’ 
the liquid applied to the part which has been ASSOCIATION. joa 
stung immediately soothes the pain.” Scores of  ~ == ty ‘ 
similar testimonials as to the value of the discovery AT the usual monthly meeting held at the Chamber of 
teen sede ‘4 bo th dancer Baitet Manufactures, Adelaide, on December 7th last, Mr, A. E. 
nee appeared er ane a ne ee Bonney in the chair, a very lengthy and exhaustive 
and Continental bee journals, so that it appears aper on foul-brood was read by Mr. G°F, Clough. In 
we have at last found a convenient and effective Te opening vemarks the author states, that the disease 
protector for our hands when manipulating pee seed aah aa pid (Nees none eee ae 
Lae i i . ined so firm a hold in some district i 
vo bees. There aye numbers, of people who threatens to cripple if not to extinquish the beekeepin; DE ping 
feel particularly interested in bees, and who industry in’ that colony. ‘Mr. Clough is of the same 
would like to keep a hive or two in their gardens _ opinion as ourselves with regard. to getting State assist Pp ar Pp ah ; : 
for amusement, but for the dread of stings when ae to meet ae dibculiy, ae eave See ox Lbivouiee: 

7 n : ‘. eepers are © 2 € 5 4 ni Or 

hanging them. The bi of Apifuge would a apreanine the disease. Mr. Clough gives in detail all 
all risk and allow such individuals to indulge ina the known methods of dealing with the disease with 
very enjoyable an1 profitable recreation, conmments upon each, showing that he bas given the 

The Apifuge is also a good preventive against matter his careful consideration. : 
all insect bites: and stings, and will be hailed as Tas Mart Sa 3 
an inyaluable boon by those -who. suffer. from L’APICOLTORE. «. 
mosquito bites. Having imported some, we shall 4 RS sisi 
give it a good trial when the mosquito séagon W® have also received several numbers of the official 
gets i ad. Cabot Particulate It bat 4 apicultural journal of Italy, which any of our readers 
sets in and report, Particulars will be found in acquainted with the  Ttalian language can have for 
opr new price list. . peruse? 4 %
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THE PROPOSED PAMPHLET. of formic acid by the sting is rather far-fetched. 
—— Is it not more likely that the reason honey 

We have received from Mr. Mulvany some addi- extracted before it’ is capped will not keep is 
tional matter for the pamphlet in accordance with because the bees know their businees better than 
the suggestions made by some of our correspondents, to cap wnripe honey? for we all know that honey 
and also a number of recipes which makes the is preserved by the application of heat ; and how 
draft very complete. do the stingless bees of Australia and Mexico 

Altogether about 3,500 are bespoken, which manage for the “art preservative”? IJ fancy, 
still leaves 1,500 to be taken up out of the 5,000. though I am not sure, that the honey made by the 
We are very much surprised that so few have little wild bee contains far more formic acid than 
responded to a movement that one and all must that of the honey-bee of our apiary. Perhaps 
agree will result in a vast deal of good to the some of your readers can give us some information 
honey trade if carried out. Leaving out three on the subject. If T ever had any doubt that a 
parties, viz, Mr. Mulvany, Bagnall Bros, and thorough knowledge of the anatomy of the human 
ourselves, who each take 1,000, only four bee- system formed an essential part in the education 
keepers have come forward. Mr. Brickell, of of the young bee, that doubt was set at rest the 
Dunedin, must surely have overlooked the matter, other day while manipulating a swarm of very 
as he has not ordered any, for it was he that first cross hybrids, just rendered queenless. 
suggested getting out such a pamphlet. We hope Can you not induce some of your correspondents 
steh'an’ important matter is not’ going to fall to give their experience as to the relative merits 
through for the want of sufficient support. Every- of the leather-coloured and bright yellow Italians ? 
thing is in readiness to go on with the pamphlet, and The former are rapidly gaining ground in America 
they will be furnished in small or large lots at cost over the latter. This is a question which should 
price. Beekeepers, do study your interests a little; receive earnest attention from all beekeepers. In 
everything is prepared for you. You are asked considering the subject lately we noticed that 
for nothing more than the bare cost of an article nearly all apiarists of note in the colonies were 
that must do you a great deal of good. After you confining themselves to Bianvoneini’s strain, This 
haye read this don’t lay the Journal down and seems to me a pity, if not a great mistake. 
forget all about it, but write straight away and Granted that the leather-coloured bee is best 
order some, if only a few dozen. suited to our wants, are there not other reliable 

ee queen breeders in Italy from whom we might pro- 

BEE NOTES FROM NEW SOUTH WALES’ cure them, and so introduce fresh blood ? 

eee November, 1887. 

0 at the Bap Reh! amend wad [Pleased to hear your season is so promising. 

ia aca he oS SS oe a ae, ie oe “S; Re the uses to which the bee's sting is put, nothing 
le bees, ave scarcely given Us vrewuns ume is definitely known at present, concerning’ this 

ar ie aah a eae as, i eae pie ne ee matter, beyond what we are all only too conscious 
pee Saeed’ 5 oy aver oe. ree ey of, that is, its use as a weapon of defence ; all the 
ate ae vy Peed ut ee ies th io ae cane restismere speculation, though it is quite likely that 
i Ns del EQ des sacs ne i erect, Tor it is used for other purposes. As a weapon of de- 

Oe EN a ie ee Pi eu a eine ce) fence ibs, certainly, not a,perfect one, for its use 
and found in the bush. The honey flow has been Yrabte . Tec ent weal ge tt ‘| etOUeTp means death to the bee asa rule, Some naturalists 
PME Geert ies eee) oma oe De eet 1¢  onthis account think that the sting is in atransitory 
bees are now gathering honey from the fine-leaved ne * : 
e S le = state at present ; that at one time it was an 
ironbark and the turpentine. The latter did not Reta Aiea cad ; __ovipositor similar to that of the saw-fly, and that 
secrete any honey. at all last year: 1 careful ly it has gradually evolved into a defensive weapon. 
watched a large tree covered with blossoms which eH ae aes Madre 

; ae : but far from perfect at present. With regard 
grew near our apiary, and scarcely a bee visited it ; a . iat aes a 

3 sirieya © >to there being formic acid in honey, we think 
but this year they are on it in swarms. Indeed, i «a 

: A f there cannot be a doubt, and as the acid is a 
the bush so resounds with the hum of bees that it Et Z i i 2 eae 

E Z ao een se powerful antiseptic, we must suppose that it is 
requires an experienced ear to distinguish it from 3 é ea Eehe OTT 
thew. BOGE IA! Be NGWAT feattlleoorns 46: Hi used as a preservative. In another column we. 
es Pe acts CT hrae iain LR given our yiews on bright and dark coloured 

set in within the last two days, which will, of Thaler i ba a8 
alians, and should like to hear the opinions of 

course, help the: ground and bush flowers, so our x 5 oe z b others on this question. —Ep.] 
hopes of an exceptionally good harvest. still REPS 
continue. See TLS ee we 

- ‘ 2 *, TAG TEKEEPERS’ SOCIAT. : 
I read “Lamh dearg Erin’s” article with much DEARO ene ee orn 

interest and amusement. I had heard of the We notice that this’ infant association has already 
“trowel theory” before, but, like Dr. C. C. Miller, commenced a public career by as an exhibition of 
thought it was a joke. For myself, I can see transferring, in the Botanical Gardens, Dunedin, at which 
nothing in the shape of ene ees Senne fey SHOWERS opeut 120 persons assembled to witness the operation. 
: 'S 2 STS Eee s Mr. T. G. Brickell, assisted by Messrs. Morris and Brown, 
it can be used as a’ trowel. However, I do not members of the association, were the operators. The 
profess to be a scientist, so will wait until some of transference was made from a box to a movable-comb 
our great entomologists have thrown some light on hive and the exhibition was very successful and much 

h i T a iL think. th pees) enjoyed by the spectators, the majority of whom, no 
the question. Taust say thin the argument gouht, were wonder-struck to see bees handled in such a 
that the preservation of honey is due to the infusion manner without attacking the manipulators,
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SUGARS, SYRUPS, AND GLUCOSE. latter contribute to the total supply will be seen 

ee from the figures given by Mr. Bowker as follows :— 

By T, J. Muuvany. «The world’s supply of sugar is probably well 

TH a ciel towards eight million tons per year. Of this 

IN the endeavour to introduce the general use of British India and China produce, and themselves 
pure honey for household consumption, we have to consume, over a million tons each of sugar-cane, 

compete not so much with the long-established and their exports being small, and those of very low 

now almost indispensable article of sugar in its raw grades | of sugar. The estimated product of all 

and refined states, as with a number of artificially Countries available for export, was in 1884-85, a 

prepared syrups, some of very recent invention, Yea? of iarge production, 2,162,000 tons of cane, 

and mostly of very inferior quality. As to sugar, and no less than 2,557,800 of beet sugar. . ... 

although we claim that honey may with advantage Cuba produces more than a quarter of the whole 

be substituted for it on many occasions, I do not export supply of cane sugar, 627,000. tons in 1885; 

suppose that the most enthusiastic adyocate of the her largest crop was 699,000 tons in 1875, and the 

“natural sweet” ever proposed that it should Same was expected for 1886, Of the beet sugar 

entirely supersede that very useful article. With supply, Germany produced t last year (1885), 

the syrups the case is different. Wherever they 1,155,000 tons ; Austria, 597,000 tons ; Russia, 

are used there can be little doubt that it would be 380,000 ; France, 325,000 ; Belgium, 90,000 ; and 

a boon to mankind to replace them by honey ; and Holland, 50,000 tons. Our chief contribution to 

although some of them can now, thanks to the this crop is from a factory at Alvaredo in Cali- 

progress of chemical science, be produced in such fornia, producing about 1 3000 tons, but it is believed 

quantities and so cheaply that it can scarcely be that this will become an. important Pacific coast 

expected they will be driven out of use altogether, industry. Beet sugar is largely imported into this 

still it may be assumed that, when people come to country (America) for refining purposes, and we 

understand the real difference in quality between 8¢% also some date-palm SUSar, called commercially 

them and honey, they will not hesitate to give the ‘date Jaggery- Our yield of maple BUSAES 

preference to the latter, even at a considerably which Vermont still leads, was about 25,900 tons 
higher price. It is at all events very desirable last year. Sorghum, although large quantities of 

that we should know something about the present SYTUP are made from the large acreage at the west, 
state of the sugar and syrup industries, the quan- has not yet come into the market as an important 

tities manufactured, the sources from which commercial eoutce of crystallisable sugar, the 

obtained, the chemical qualities of the products, largest crop having been but 5,000 tons. Our 

and the rates at which they can be put on the scientific agriculturists, who give good reasons for 

market. An article which appeared in Harper's looking to this as one of the great American crops 

Monthly Magazine tor June, 1886, written by Mr. of the future, have yet to justify their faith by 

R. R. Bowker, gives a good deal of information their works.” vay feel 

upon those points, a few extracts from which may . Tt appears that sorghum seed was first imported 

not be unacceptable to the readers of the Awstra- into the United States in 1853. The crop, even 

lasian Bee Journal. in 1879-80, when forty states and territories con- 

Sugar, it appears, was first known to the tributed, was chiefly syrup—only 12,792 pounds of 

Chinese, and they date their use of it back to a Sugar against 20,444,402 gallons of molasses 

fabulous antiquity. Its name, varying but slightly (syrup). The Western farmers report a yield of 

in all modern languages, and coming to us from 150 gallons of syrup Ren are, costing twenty-four 
the Latin saccharwm and the Greek sakcharon, is dollars per acre to raise (say 8d. per American 

traceable back through the Arabic and Persian gallon, of about 101bs.)! Mr. Bowker remarks upon 

all the way to the Sanskrit carkara, which we are this, “ At fifty cents a gallon this would give a 

told indicates a gravelly or crystalline matter. profit of about thirty dollars per Acre) but the 

The sugar of the Chinese in ancient times was trouble is that this syrup must come into com- 

however obtained, not from the sugar-cane, but petition with other syrups selling at scarcely above 

from the sorghum plant, although the production of half that price.” iu Now twenty-tive cents per 

sugar from that plant in America dates only from American gallon is something like 14d. per Ib; 

the middle of the present century. Mr. Bowker and these are, the “cheap syrups” offered in com- 

informs us that Arabic confections were among petition with, or used to adulterate honey ! 
the costly luxuries of Greece and Rome—that the With respect to the latest blessing ad the shape 

Crusaders brought the sugar-cane to Europe, but of the “cheap and nasty,” the writer gives us the 

that it was probably earlier introduced into Spain following information :— 

and Sicily, coming from Arabia by way of Nubia, “The manufacture of commercial glucose, or 

Egypt, and Northern Africa, by the Moors and artificial starch sugar, has of late years reached 

Saracens. The Venetian merchants were probably enormous proportions in this country, amounting 

the earliest refiners, and loaf-sugar was first made in value to a third of our sugar-cane crop, 

in Venice in the sixteenth century. Thousands of bushels of corn are converted at these 

Beetroot has now become nearly as important factories (chiefly at Buffalo, New York), in which 

a source of supply as the sugar-cane for ordinary the essential process is the boiling of the fresh 

crystallised sugar, It is also obtained to some starch of the grain, in vats holding about a ton 

extent from the maple tree, the date palm, and and a half each, in water with one or two per cent. 
from sorghum, but in what a minor degree these of sulphuric acid. ‘The starch granules burst, take
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up the extra atom of water, and so make 238 4,551,212 dollars, or about a third of our cane- 

pounds of sugar out of 220 pounds of starch. The sugar crop.” What may the production be now 

purification of the sugar from the acid and its in 1887? E 

crystallisation are processes similar to those already What is the whole quantity of honey produced 

described (for cane and sorghum sugar). This, in the world when compared with the masses of 

kind of sugar can be marketed at from two to sugars, syrups, and glucose aboye mentioned 1 

three cents, and is much used by confectioners and What is the whole quantity now produced in New 

brewers, aa food for bees innaking artificial honey, Zealand compared with the mass of those foreign 

_ but most of all for the production of table syrups. articles imported and consumed here ! * Probably 

It is simply a substitute for cane-sugar, less sweet, not one per cent. and yet, with pure extracted 

but very much cheaper. It is probably not un- honey selling, as it is, at nearly the same price as 

healthy since the common notion that because acid ordinary sugar, there can be no reasonable doubs, 

' is used in its formation it must be poisonous has that at least 20 per cent. of the present quantity 

no foundation, and the old objection that it is| of sugar and nearly the whole of the syrups con- 

commonly sold for what it isnot no longer holds | sumed in the country, might, with great advantage 

tone, glucose being now a recognised article of to the consumers, be replaced by honey if only the 
commerce.” value of the latter were generally known and 

The passage which I have put in italies smacks appreciated. 
very strongly of the famous “ Wiley” scandal, and Tae Diemer Lik 

owes its origin no doubt to the same source, as the CONTROLLING A: HONEY FIELD. 

writer, in a note at the end of his paper, acknow- eiothteaps 

ledges his indebtedness for some of the materials, Bu ep a Oe 

to “Professor H. W. Wiley, of the Agricultural Ro J. Renpare. ‘ 7 

Department.” The defence of the quality ‘of DousriEess many a beekeeper, or one going into 
glucose is not a very convincing one. To say that beekeeping, has felt at times a little dismayed in 

it is probably not unhealthy is certainly a mild S°°!nS others in his locality “copy him” by going 

way of putting it. It may not follow that ¢¢ must into beekeeping or seeing others already occupying 

be poisonous on account of the quantity of sulphuric ground he desires. In other words, the fear of over- 
acid used in its formation, but the process is not a stocking the field has come | up before his mental 

very appetising one, especially when we know that Vision: Nowabemuavare pegs apestion of overs 
the glucose can be extracted in this way not only socking He: 00h One ODS side contending Howls 

from corn and potatoes but even from old linen or 5 He poe pie ie avetaiOek ie ane peat not 

cotton rags or any refuse containing starch of om ma ae pie ca pe ny. 1 f cee one 

vegetable origin. Those who prefer such stuff to svocked. a HORA A thine Nae ‘ie ont ae ne 

pure honey, even though the latter should cost avane e ay Song ug iM ing QyeHSHOS 1S 

many times as much, are scarcely to be congratu- pean ak of y os PHD ae & Te es ae 
Ted Os ee ests: at fields can be ov erstocked, ‘The danger of their 

WAS ASE! Gl res TAMA Tao ONTO) ¥OF been so is beside the question. | If this danger 

age rues ‘be remote all the better—if it be impossible better a Nice ‘ avrg: ae 
Bowker adds: “Molasses and syrups are by still’ In the Auséralasian Bee Manual (which b 
products, both of the farm and the refinery, in every ite wen act Es Bienes a ahaa id ae a Sintec on 

kind of sugar-making. The molasses of the beet Mr..Hc fF y e oh Py y etaniine civ y 8 1 * 

is too unpalatable, however, for food, and canbe 7 EHO DIASILONEHSS) ONAOHCISLOSED ES UP ET Be 

used only for distillation. Molasses is really a agpUIS ot shosequno dogpos Ibelicye. BibIr va toh, 
mixture ue crystallised \and wae ratallised Saban lowsisiaaiid hahencthiayeigesreton ofybongy jp the 

ith Beye Sr eucclaedih vi alc Sy" flowers will, if not gathered the same day, dry up 

with some impurities, coloured by caramelor burnt anq be wasted before evening.. ‘This being so, it 
poeens The name comes by way of melasse (the same ould take an enormous number of bees to visit all 
ie melada) from the prone mel, honey, and means the honey-producing flowers every day, and until 

oney-like. The sugar-maker's object. is to get as this ig done there can be no fear of the. district 
much sugar and. as little molasses as possible from heine overstocked.”” The people who argue. that 

a given quantity of juice, and with the improve- way ‘make no allowance for wear and tear, on the 

ment of processes the world over, less molasses is pee, The professional beekeeper must think of 

produced. . . Syrup, as has been seen, is the this precisely as a farmer does his horses; and if a 
leayings of refined sugar, that is to say, a superior hee has to lose time hunting for full flowers, having 
grade of molasses, bet gnost of that nowadays sold to visit greater numbers before he éan get a load, 

ts a niiature with, glucose. i if he will fool away the time of several trips per day, 

Of the quantity of glucose thus forced into con- and also the labour. ‘The question of evaporation 

sumption (and although it may be “a recognised has also to be considered, and the more the day 
article of commerce,” in its wholesale state it does. wears on the less honey got from each flower, and 
not at all follow that it may not be ‘extensively less going into the hive. But, as I said, I will not 

retailed “for what it is not »), the following figures. argue this; for if those who hold the opposite view 
wae a pee oe oh oe Bee are ee the sno eum # control 

g a field is not useless. ow, a. fiel mean a 
factories, with 2,255,000 dollars capital, employing circle about three miles in os I don’t think 
1,193 hands, to. whom was paid 605,802 dollars, this is at all too big for an apiary of 200 colonies— 

or 508 dollars each, and from materials valued at a number every apiary is liable to have, and should 

8,044,450. dollars producing a product) valued at be provided with pasture for, | Again let me say I
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am writing for the professional beekeeper, who pose you are in a field with 100 colonies and 
makes honey-raising his business, and to whom it Smith comes in and plants down 30, you would, if 
is all-important that his business shall pay—a con- Smith was reasonable, try to show him the 
summation that may not-be arrived at if there are folly of what he was doing. He might or might 
too many beekeepers in his district. Now, by his not see it, or he might accuse you of being selfish, 
district I mean his by priority of settlement; or, if and in any case if he did not move out you would 
not this, then by he being the only professional have to convince him of his mistake—you know 
beekeeper in it. I don’t think an amateur or one that the more colonies kept in a field the less the 

‘who keeps a few bees has a right to claim a district yield per colony. Now, say the yield per colony is 
at all. | Now, the only way to control a district is 50 lbs., you have with your 100 colonies 5,000 lbs. 
to disgust your competitors with the business by of honey, while Smith with his 30 has 1,500 lbs. 
rendering it unprofitable to him, and the only way But suppose you put in 300 hives, making 330 in 
this can be done is by lowering the average of his all, this reduces the average below 20 lbs. per hive, 
hives, and you can only do this by outnumbering but at 20 Ibs. gives you 6,000 lbs., while Smith gets 
him in bees—as many times as you can. If you but 600—or but two-fifths of his former crop; while 
have twice as many bees you should have twice as you have 1,000 lbs. more : and three-fifths taken from 
much honey ; three times as many, three times as the net profits of any business will kill it. You may 
much, and so on; and just as you outnumber him’ teply, Smith might increase too. If he did you would 
in bees, accordingly should you exceed him in have to tire him at the game; but I doubt it, for if 
honey, and at the same time /ower his average, till he had the sense to see the’ drift he would shave ithe: 
he gets disgusted, says there is nothing in bee- sense to see his disadvantage, and that it would 
keeping, and quits. | Of course much depends on _ better pay him to sell out to you, in which case it 
the yield of the field and the number of bees in it. would be worth your while to meet him and buy at 
A beekeeper located in a field should aim for an a fair valuation. But the end would be you would 
average of 80 lbs. per hive, and unless he gets that, be master of the field. You would have had to put 
if he is making a business of it, there is some a little more capital in and work a little harder. It 
trouble either as to field or gleaners. If my may be replied that while this looks well enough 
average was to drop below 50, and there were other on paper it would not ‘‘pan out”’ so in practice, to 
bees in the locality, I should visit the district which I reply that it has ‘‘ panned out”’ in practice 
thoroughly, find out who were keeping bees and more than once. As to the morality of the matter, 
how many they had, the distance, etc., and then, if that is for every man to be sure he has the equity 
I found there were combined as many bees in that on his side, and resorts to the above tactics for self- 
district. as I had, I should either buy them out, defence only. Of course there are good and bad 
move out myself, or double my hives, then treble seasons to be taken into consideration, but the 
them, and so on till I got control of the field, when seasons being even, the hive average will decide 
I would drop back—by doubling up—to my usual whether the field is or is not overstocked, and settle 
quantity. But let me be clearly and distinctly that question also, as well as the one of how to 
understood. | These tactics should only be em- control a honey-field when you have located and 
ployed when the beekeeper has right clearly on his moved on to it. 
side, and in self-defence. The man who would So apa ares 
dcliberately move into a field already fairly occupied hw ZRALAND BEEKEEPERS’ ASSOCLA- 
and try to oust those in it is about as near being a = 
knave as he can well come. For the welfare of TION. —FOUL BROOD. 
your pocke: and the comfort of your conscience 5 AL see Mags 5 
Te hia in a field already occupied ; and it is Now that. the Bee Journal is fairly launched it 
occupied when it has: in it a beekeeper who has only remains with the beekeepers of New Zealand 
already stocked, or intends as’soon as possible to to: give it that hearty support which its ‘spirited 
stock it to its capacity, and I don't know but I editor is justly entitled to. We have had some 
would also say when it is stocked to its capacity by really good articles on co-operation by competent 
several beekeepers who kéep bees to make money uthorities; let us see whether we cannot take 
from them. If not a question of equity, a question steps to attain that end. “It is no use saying what 
of policy would lead the shrewd beekeeper to go Wwe ought to do ; let us be up and doing. I think 
somewhere else if he can. ‘ But if on the other ll intelligent beekeepers should take the editor’s 
hand you are there first, and your neighbours, hint and resuscitate the New Zealand Beekeepers 
seeing you making a livelihood by diligently Association, and that every subseriber to this 
attending to your bees, think they would like to journal should become a member (note, Mr. Editor, 
have a finger in your pie, then they are to all you can put mine down to start with). Let us be 
intents and purposes stealing your cherries and more alive to our own interests, don’t let this 
gleaning your field, and you are warranted in season go by for want of energy, let us show that 
acting on the defensive and keeping their bees we have still the old bull-dog pluck, and never 
from getting as much honey as you can; and you acknowledge we are beaten until we are fairly 
can do this by outnumbering them, not simply in dead, or, I should say, until every bee is in New 

hives but in number of bees—good strong colonies, Zealand. To those intelligent apiarists who, by 
’ for weak colonies are a loss, Of course more indefatigable trouble and vigilance, have managed 

colonies means more work; but this is one of the to get their stocks through the last winter ina 
things to be done when you are struggling for a strong condition, the present season bids fair to be 
livelihood. But let us figure on this thing. Sup-  aremunerative one, but to those careless and lazy 

;
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ones who have lost their bees through neglect it will killed any bees, and so far the experimental hive 
serve as a lesson to be more careful in future. To is slowly recovering. I am an advocate for heroic 
those who have lost their bees and wondered measures. I think that when foul-brood once gets 
what on earth was wrong with their hives, I say hold of a hive (say six combs out: of the ten), the 
get an Australasian Bee Manual and take in the best way is to at once take them out, sacrifice 
Bee Jowrnal regularly ; don’t merely glance through whatever brood is in them, extract what honey 
its columns, but read, mark, learn, and inwardly there may be, then boil down wax, scald the 
digest every article that has been written. Have frames, etc. Remove the balance of the bees to'a 
the Manual by you for reference, read and re-read _ new hive, take out the remaining combs and disin: 

every chapter, then put in practice what you have — fect with the atomiser. 
learnt in theory, and above all, be enthusiastic Now with regard to wax, I would like an opinion 
over your work and you are bound to succeed. on the following query :— 

I have heard many a disappointed beekeeper be- Wax melts at say 145 deg. to 150 deg. (I am 
wailing his hard lot in losing his bees, and his speaking of foul-broody and thoroughly diseased 
wail generally ends up with “But youknow Thad comb). Will that heat destroy the germs? Some 
not time to attend to them.” There, Mr. Editor, germs are not destructible at that temperature, 
is the ‘GUILT ”—on the wrong side of the ginger- Does it not follow that unless wax is melted down 
bread. If a man thinks by putting a swarm ina __ in boiling water there is ‘great risk of spreading 
hive and leaving it to do the best it can for three foul-brood in the foundation wax of commerce ? 
months;-and at the end of that-time expects to find The new Solar Wax Extractor is no doubt a useful 
it full of honey, without ever examining it, he article, and the wax extracted by its means may 
deserves to lose his bees. To an enthusiast time be undoubtedly pure as far as it goes, but it stands 
can'always be found, and bees will repay you for to reason that if the germs of foul-brood can be 
all the time and trouble you expend on them. reproduced by the queen to the extent of a million 
Losses you will have always to a certain extent, in one egg, how much more so can they be in a 
for you cannot control the laws of nature; but by square foot of wax? And I maintain in a case of 
vigilance and care you can control, to a certain the above that wax before being made up should 
extent, the ravages of disease. It is articles like be treated by some strong germicide. I now spray 
that one of Mr. George Stevenson, in the November all my fdn comb before putting it in the hive; it 
number of this journal, that I like to see, practical may be unnecessary, but prevention is better than 
experiments that have been made by careful cure. This is a question that is open to a deal of 
investigators, the results of which appearing regu- argument, and I hope the fraternity will take it 
larly in your columns do so much for beekeeping up and thresh it out thoroughly—and don’s spare 
inall its branches. T can fully sympathise with your criticism ; my back is broad, and as the bees 
Mr. Stevenson in his trouble with foul-brood. It is are doing well I feel in charity with all men, so 
the vital question of the day, and the “best means rub it in next number. 
to be taken’ for the eradication of foul-brood” Lawn peara Erin. 
should be the first discussion at any beekeepers’ [The above article has such a cheery tone about 
association in New Zealand. it that one feels ever so much better after reading 

Three years ago my bees got it, and often have it. There are two or three very important matters 
been at my wits’ end to know what was best to be touched upon by our esteemed contributor, two of 
done. T first tried the salicylic’acid and soda borax, which, viz., the resuscitation of the New Zealand 
and for a time all went fairly well. Next remedy Beekeepers’ Association and foul-brood, we haye 
I tried was the phenol, and I must say that did a dealt with in another place, and we also reprint an 
lot of good, but it takes a lot of time to get through editorial from the British Bee Jowrnal of Sep- 
any.number of -hives....Lastly Ihave. tried this tember 8th on the destruction of germ life, which. 
bi-chloride of mercury. Often and often I have shows how difficult it is to destroy some germs. 
felt so disgusted that I have been tempted to let The suggestion to treat all wax with a powerful 
the whole lot slide, but not caring to be licked, germicide before making it up into foundation is 
stuck to. my bees, and dosed and cussed, and dosed no doubt a good one, and. the next foundation we 
again, till friends told me I was a fit subject for make we shall try mixing a little’ phenol with the. 
the Whau. Now I am glad to!say that the foul. wax while in a melted state.—Ep,] tis 
brood is in a fair way of being kept under, I won’t gj i 
say cured, for it is very prevalent in this district 4 “4 ‘4 
I am doing my best to persuade my neighbours to STRONG STOCKS AND. YOUNG QUEENS. 
keep bees in an intelligent way, or else leave them i p Tey a é ue 
alone. One consolation is nearly all the “kerosene, bi Queenless colonies, jlnless supplied with a queen, will 

‘ 5 . ic inevitably dwindle away.” —Langstroth. 
gin, and candle boxum ” paternity have lost their ‘+ The beekeeper will ordinarily derive all his profits from 
bees, and I only wish the foul-brood had absorbed _ stocks strong and healthy in the spring.” Langstroth. 

the old boxes, combs and all. Tue above’ axioms ‘cannot be too earnestly im 
-T have been trying’ the bi-chloride of mercury pressed upon the amateur ‘beekeeper. ‘The strong 

recommended by.H. Navyeau, only that instead of colony with a vigorous young queen is worth at 
one grain to the quart, I have put two grains and any time three weak ones, and unless stocks are 
added one drachm of phenol,. and thoroughly strong when the honey glut is on no surplus honey’ 
sprayed the combs after extracting. I find on will be available for the expectant apiarian. Weak 
returning the.combs to the hive that I have not colonies will have all their time occupied in looking
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after themselves, and recouping the wested energies such a feeling on my own part, I have been in the 
of the hive to be enabled to gather a harvest for habit of noting down any passages bearing upon 
their owners. It is, therefore, the best plan either such matters which I happen to meet with when 
to unite weak stocks, or to adopt the plan knownas reading, and I propose to offer extracts from such 
doubling, z.c., giving one colony the brood from “Occasional Notes” from time to time, to fill a 
another, which on hatching will increase the work- corner in the Australasian Bee Jowrnal when it can 
ing population, and so enable them to take advan- be spared, in the hope that they may have some 
tage of any honey glut that may come on. interest for some of the readers of that journal. 

The stock deprived of its brood should be either That the latter may not, however, complain of 
given empty combs or full frames of foundation, and being led into the perusal under false pretences, 
be stimulated by gentle feeding, and if the queen [I give fair warning that nothing under this heading 
be an old one she may be superseded by one that js calculated directly to solve any of the knotty 
is young and vigorous. Young queens should practical points alluded to above. For the present 
always be kept on hand and a few nucleus hives my object is to notice what the greatest of our 

should therefore find a place in every apiary. He poets and dramatists has left scattered through his 
should pay as much attention to the breeding of ‘works bearing in any way upon these matters of 
queens as we do to the breeding of cattle and every interest to the apiarist. 

method adopted to prevent in-and-in breeding. There are few things, indeed, about which we 
Eggs for queen raising should be selected from may not gain some knowledge or edification in the 
stocks which have proved most prolific during the perusal of Shakespere’s works. Although his 
preceding season and which are docile under genius was unfettered by time or place, and must 
manipulation. Colour and markings should also shih equally in all ages, yet he was such an acute 
be taken into consideration. An occasional exchange observer, and accurate describer of all his surround- 
of queens with beekeepers atadistance will also prove ings, that his writings are in the highest degree a 

beneficial by the introduction of new blood into the true reflex of his own times as regards the preva- 

apiary. A queen is at her best in her second season, _Jent habits of thought and the then state of human 
and unless very prolific should not be kept after that knowledge; and as he lived before the period of 

Hea ee Oe re Canes me aS even the first attempt at modern scientific bee- 

of the Tsinbds Neves that hae been ee i. Bat HOODIE a inter eave ey gc ake les 
three years without rae will surely finns Hine bo trie aencon cee aes dae ayy unlessifeold cen Tee cid acaba ana what people knew and thought about bees and 

I strongly advise apiarians pee tha aiseets honey ip ee oe a ee 2 
especially, to study the ahepter on quedH Pane in pine amas omhe een oF area Ne 
Chea ks cine Bee Mehul 1 apie! wrote some 2000 years before him, evidently looked 

; ae a i f ts.” This ma; Gi Ppeace upon honey as “the chiefest of swee Ly 
be seen, nut only from the frequent occurrence in 

Mami wen.ivei ——— his writings of such phrases as ‘my honey love,” 
Occasional diotes, “honey-sweet husband,” “my honey king,” and a 3. 

wherever something superlatively sweet is intended, 
No. I.-SHAKESPERE ON BEES AND but, also from remarkable expressions and similes 

HONEY. made use of in some of his dialogues, as, for 
5 instance, in King Henry IV., Part I :— 

ais, face “Falstaj—And is not my hostess of the tavern a 
By T J. Muivany. _ most sweet wench ? 

Even the most practical and prosaic of the bee- ARE Oma aoe honey ohare alaay) tae iaae 
keeping confraternity may be supposed to relax neal Act T., Scene IL. 
their minds occasionally (say, when the hurry of In the comedy of “As You Lixe Ir” the simile 
the honey season is over, and their stock made ysed by Touchstone is expressive :— 
enn for the winter) from the strictly utilitarian “ Audrcy—Would you not have me honest ? 
consideration of patent reversible frames or hives, Touchstone —No, truly, unless thou wert ill-favoured, 
or the burning question, “ Can beel:eeping be made for honesty, coupled with beauty, is to have 
to pay in these hard times?” and to amuse them- honey as sauce to sugar.” 
selves in some leisure half hour with lighter Act IIL, Scene ILL 
matter, more or less intimately connected with And in Kine Henry V. :— 
their favourite pursuit. They may, for instance, ‘* Grey—Those that were your father’s enemies have 
indulge a curiosity to know what the great thinkers steeped their gall in honey ; and do serve you 
of former ages, poets or prose writers, have thought with hearts create of duty and of zeal. 

and said about bees and honey; what historians ; i aor Lis, Beeys Ll. 
have recorded about the known or supposed habits The following quotations all apply to “sweet- 
of the insects, and the uses to which honey was put ess” or persuasiveness of language : — 
by the people in ancient times, or in the Middle is cae I prove honey-mouthed, let my tongue 

: i TET : We * ister.” Eng ie ee tareaeh mann 7 pStseie abe Aor, So 
have, in the interests of « Taoaltaned ve Oa one ne eee found 

Ave, ° geographical and natural Matter against him, that for ever mars science, penetrated into regions formerly unknown, The honey of his lange>ge.” 
and amongst uncivilized races of men. To gratify Kine Henry Visi --Acr IID, Scenu IL.
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« Anne—Within so small a time my woman’s heart as fast as tho bees could cover it, and at the end of the 
Grossly grew captive to his honey words.” wae ule Bie Nas full care and Bey a ae : peed 

3 Le rood was to be seen. ere was only about a quart o: 
i Herve Ruger Ace WV Sead bees in the hive in July last when I Hansteued them to 

“ Qassius—But for your words, they rob the Hybal the clean hive. A peculiar fact in connection with this 
bees, hive was that I found it contained two laying queens, an 

And leave them honeyless— old one and a young one; this was in July, when I trans- 
Antony—Not stingless too. ferred them, and as there had been no drones about for 
Brutus--O, yes, and soundless, too ; three or four months the young qeeen must have been 

For you have stolen their buzzing, Antony, at least four months old, 
And, very wisely, threat before you sting.” Imay here mention what was told me by two ex- 

Junius Camsar—Acr V., Scenu I. perienced opieriste iMG ines stare ends Robaien 
+ * they have since returned to England), Some three 

In this latter play also, Bretus is made to say : One ago they were called. to Coen two hives in 
“ Enjoy the honey-heavy dew of slumber.” Auckland, which they four@ were rotten with foul- 

Acr IL, Sceve 1. brood in its worst type. They at one anne ue 
5. i appli phenol cure on Mr. Cheshire’s own plan, and by the eni 

oe uae May be jranicned ou ae of twenty-five days they had the satisfaction of seeing 
to Shakespere himself and his writings by his gre the disease quite stamped out and hundreds of young, 
contemporary Spencer, healthy bees were hatching out; this was in the season 

“But that same gentle spirit, from whose pen 1884-5, I think. j “ 

Large streams of honey and sweet nectar flow.” Perhaps some of our beekeeping friends who are so 
aX other write. a21598 oS ora Iso unfortunate as to have foul-brood among their bees will 

nd another writer, in 1598, says of him also, try Mr. MeLain’s method as described in your last issue 
** As the soul of Euphorbius was thought to livein and report their success through the columns of the 

Pythagoras, so the sweet witty soul of Ovid lives in the Jowrna/.—I am, etc., 
mellifluous and honey-tongued Shakespere.” G. A. G: 

At the.same time, however, that Shakespere ex- {We can scarcely think it possible that a bad case of 

tols so highly the sweetness of honey, he, like ree ae Be oe in Cea oye 3 sine 
‘ : p ; wenty-one days for the young bees to come to maturi Solomon, also makes use of it to impress the truth hs aate SAROGCH ERE abs Bae Tai aust “Hae Lees 

that one may indulge too much even in avery good clean by the fourth day from the first application of the 
thing. In Romo AND Jutter, the friar remedy. We believe there must be some mistake. We 
Lawrence says :— should like to have a report from anyone trying the 

«Phe sweetest honey McLain remedy.—Ep. ] 

Ts loathsome in its own deliciousness, i re er 
And in the taste confounds the appetite : é eae ( : x { t 
Therefore, love moderately.” Xitacts FON Py > Y ease XIVACTS AVON Foreign MOUTMALS, LUC. : 

And in TroItus AND OCrRessIDA he makes Priam FOUL BROOD. 
address his son, who is still infatuated about the ape oil 

fair Helen, as follows :— In our correspondence columns we publish two letters of 
“Paris, you speak considerable interest on this veaata questio. Mr Ward’s 

Like one besotted on your sweet delight ; experiment, through a course of years, would seem to 
You have the honey still, but these the gall.” prove that the disease depends entirely upon the queen, 

Act II., Sceyz IL. and is in accordance with Mr Simmins’ views. 
7 On the other hand, the ‘‘ Man of Kent,” in agreement 

(To be continued.) with the compiler of Useful Hints, when experimenting 
on diseased stocks, finds that healthy queens introduced 

— rt. such stocks soon become diseased themselves. It is 

Correspondence. the old, old story, Qwot homines tot sententia. Whether 
_ our views on any particular subject are formed from 

e practical experiments, or whether the latter are under- 
FOUL BROOD. taken in order to prove the former correct, quite uncon- 

Be 1 Lt nln ib sciously to ourselves, no doubt, there is a decided bias 
TO THE EDITOR OF THE AUSTRALASIAN BEE JOURNAL. one way or the other. “Man of Kent” has solved the 

Srr,—Having read with interest the November number — problem to his own satisfaction, almost with an @ fortiori, 
of the Journal, in which I notice several articles and to the effect that there is no truth in the “ germ theory.” 
letters on the subject of ‘‘ Foul Brood,” thinking it Now what is the germ theory of disease? If asked 
may be of interest to some of your readers, I append the _ briefly to define it, we should say that it is ‘the theory 
following particulars of my experience with Mr. Cheshire’s | which supposes the cause of epidemic and contagious 
phenol cure for the disease. Although I have kept bees _ maladies to be due to the agency of specific small germs, 
(from 12 to 40 hives) for the last ten years (the last seven _ different germs giving rise to different diseases.” 
years of the time in movable-frame hives) I had never We certainly hesitate to pronounce the lifelong 
seen a case of foul-brood until last March, when I found — researches of such men as Professors Cohn, Kock, Pasteur, 
one of my hives was affected with what, from its appear- ‘Tyndall, and many others, as utterly worthless, and the 
ance, I concluded was a mild form of the disease. Iat theory deduced therefrom as unworthy of credit. 
once removed all the combs and uncapped all the cells  Assuredly the microscope is a great power amongst us 
(both honey and brood) and filled them with phenolated in this nineteenth century ; and when we consider that 
syrup, then replaced them in the hive again This the blood of patients suffering from scarlet fever and 
application checked the disease somewhat for a time, but containing bacteria being injected into the veins of 
on examining the hive about the middle of July, Lwas rabbits, a feverish disease, which proves fatal, is imme- 
disgusted to find the hive in as bad a state as before diately set up, we more than hesitate to proclaim our 
(about half the brood rotten). On making thisdiscovery disbelief in the germ theory, This is one only of 
I filled four frames, which was all the bees could cover, numerous instances, still more convincing, which might 
with strong phenolated syrup, about 1 to 400, and placed _ be adduced in proof of this germ theory. The experiments . 
them in a clean hive, shook the bees on to the frames, of Drs. Ferrier and Sanderson show that bacteria do not 
placed! ina division board, and at once commenced feeding nominally exist in the fluids and tissues of the body, but 
medicated syrup at the rate of half-a-pinta day. This] that their presence in the animal fluids may be traced to 
continued for nine weeks, adding a clean frame of comb external surface contamination, How can it well be
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doubted, then, that’if a’ healthy queen be introduced into t aS if ‘ 
a diseased hive, she must, almost of necessity, contract a i 
the disease arising from bacilli? Dr. Beale tells us that M aT aod zi 5 f Qt 7}. / e 
extreme dryness will not destroy bacteria, and that they AUS TRAL ASIAN BEE i A NUAL? 
will withstand a temperature far below freezing point, i 
and, indeed, that they are not destroyed by a degree of ANP : 

heat which 1sfatal'to eter y ‘other living organism: Pro: COMPLETE GUIDE 16 MODERN BEE CULTURE fessor Tyndall has shown that, in oneexperiment, heating 
for a quarter of an hour at 230° Fahr. was insufficient to IN THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE. : 
destroy them, while in another five minutes exposure of . 
an atmosphere containing them to the incandescence of BY :SAAC HOPKINS, AUOKLAND, NZ, - Pp meee nen : the voltaic current failed to kiil them. ‘ i: 
Now of bacteria the bacillus is the most tenacious of With which is incorporated “ The New Zealand Bee Manual,” 

life. If, therefore, as cee seem to agree, aa 
bacillus is the cause of ‘foul brood, we ean no longer . 
wonder at the difficulty of eradicating it. And since the THIRD. EDITION; FOURTH THOUSAND. 
germs, or spores, exist in the densely-packed pollen, in 7 Gaerne 
the cells, in the exuviw, in wax, in propolis, and in what fromm er. 3 pages. dns rene Sounowledeed;to 
not, how shall a diseased hive be disinfected? Dzierzon ee noe oa ret auibisHeds 2 
recommends two years’ exposure to the atmosphere ! Price, handsomely bound in cloth, 68.; postage 9d.: 

Now, so far as our knowledge at present extends, i.¢ , foreign postage, Is. bd. 
according to our present light, stamping out by reducing ; 
to ashes every contaminated hive, comb, or other article, Published by the Author. 
and destruction of the diseased bees, would seem to be Copyrighted in all the Colonies. 
the only safe plan of dealing with this dire pest. which is 
already decimating our apiaries, and bids fair, if strenuous = a 
means are not adopted, to stamp out English apiculture OPINIONS OF THE PRESS. & 
itself at no very distant date. Has Mr Cheshire no word “Brings aii the improvements in modern bee manage 
of comfort for us? Why is he silent so done In our ment fully up to date.”— Australasian. deers ‘ 
pinion the fell disease will never be conquered by change ft me ups leaee cae Pape ha Tin ee - 
of queens, phenol, salicylic acid, nor by any other known Piggre” '° - ‘ ; 
remedy. Our advice would therefore be *‘ Stamp it out, “Phe reader of the AUSTRALASIAN Bes Manuat is 
as the Rinderpest of apiculture.”* under skilful ae pen following the instructions of 

We recommend the perusal of an article on this subject a ee NL See Vo. lay, say at once.a good and 
entitled, ‘The Creatures we Breathe,” by Dr. Percy useful addition to colonial literature is before us.”— dus: 
Frankland, published in the August number of the Nine- ae cae oe ae loetnn enn 
4 a ‘i ‘ aati : 2 
teenth Century, —British Bee Journal. tele ae Wee ance writes wis the directness, and 

{ Should, however, our advice as above given be not percd Cees CEE a ee ee ay mea nae nee 
out to the letter, and the hive be spared from the general Na il N Manu. is cer- 

doseuetion, let itbe pei ootet. witha solution of emrborcarid, cea tned eed on pletetecide ta inode he wouiture: yet 
mixed in the proportion of three ounces of acid (Calvert's No. 4} ? Souti is) re — The 8 toa quart of water. First mix the acid with an equal quantity Published In ie" Soiltaern  Hoiiisphete ter uecns 
of glycerine, and add the water hot, continually ‘stirring ‘A volume has been produced which in every respect is 
cence very perfect. the en a the mation Bein ose ae 
ees Tho MANUAL, Soll e in the hands of every farmer.”— 

Taranaki Herald. Rea ‘ 
W ANTED—Two or Three Tons of First-class Honey, “The AUSTRALASIAN BEE MANUAL, pais is pred 

in_bulk.—Send price, particulars, and sample to with 143 illustrations, is the most complete and pra th 
Hopkins, Hayr and Co. book on apiculture that we have seen. and should be in thy 

hands of every beekeeper.”—H.B. Herald. 
“We expected Mr. Hopkins would produce a valuable 

N O kok G BE work, and in this we have not been disappointed. . . . . 
. ‘The result is the production of the most complete book on bee P i » 

keeping yet published.—Garden and Field, Adelaide. « 
Sept “We have therefore the pleasam duty of recommending 

ae SDS es : the Mantua as the newest and best bee book of the 
. The undermentioned works are not mentioned in our ee ust Lay Bee Keepers r our a 

i i ir arri u “The jst. IAN BEE MANUAL is an exceedingly new Catalogue, owing to delay in their arrival : — execneable peodueubn = Nee ection i contains 

b re ‘ is of « description the most interesting even to those who 
Cowan's ‘British Beekeepers’ Guide Book,’ post free -2s 4d have no jantentiona& becoming possebead weliey Sinzle hive: 

NZ. Industrial Gazette. { I . 
Simmins’ ‘Method of Direct Queen Introduction,” post free Ts 2d he wnet ch, American and’ Gevman work on practical 

5 apic yin circulation, and he has no hesitation in 
HOPKINS, HAYR, &CO. {Ene that the AustHatasiay’ Bur MANU at is the most com 

ety Bi eb desi, Hiei. ait, hohe a plete of any yet published.”—N.Z Farmer. 2 a0 

Jie Bovis sea ei ciishaly ofa braclicat ead. F e r a atte - vice if uni a. 
REMOVAL. REMOVAL. ic come pomts, indeed, such as the anatomy of the bee, in 

description of appliances .and:the diseases of bees, the book 
le W. E MEARS, far on in. completeness. any we have yet seen,” — 

, ry Times. 
k \| C ra e M ay Ss lI Cee eetie of the. a iperen Be 

i Mr. Ellery, editor of the Australians i Bookseller, Stationer, USIC eller, chairman Journal), ealled"the, aitention, of the. wtenbers 
. 7 man y I. . of J 

198, QUEEN STREET, AUCKLAND, present ‘Qackland, New. Zealand. which had just’ been 
Mishes to inform his customers and the public‘that he has published. He stated he had looked through the book 
REMOVED to New and More Commodious Premises, five most carefully, and had come to the conclusion it was the 

doors BELOW Wellesley Street, and opposite W. McArthur & best manual for Australian beekeepers. It was written by 
Co.'s Warehouse, where he will be glad to see all his old one who had had a lengthened experience in apiculture in this 
customers and as many new ones as willfavour him with a call. part of the, world. and it had especial reference to. pee reor ne 

i ; i under the conditions existing in Australasia. “He! adVised 
A Choice Stock of Books, Music & Stationery kept. every beekeeper.to, obtain a copy.’ —dustralian Beekeepers. 

BOOKS, MUSIC, STATIONERY. Journal ls Shs a eee 

Bath egernioty aster emer acres : To be obtained at all Booksellers’. 
© 216, QUEEN STREET (5 doors below Wellesley: Street). Wholesale Agents: Bagnall Bros. Turua. Thames: J. Hatch. 

2 % ; > ' Elizabeth Street. Melbourne ; G. Robertson & Co. Mel 
aaa s SEN ee ae! MEA Rs; t hourne and Adelaide ;J. L. Hood’& Co. Hobart Tasmania. 

BOOKSELLER, STATIONER, AND Music SELLER. ” ~/ ~ Hopkins, Hayr & Co., Publishers, Auckland...) { 

a a
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Is. FOR NOTHING Js. JOHN REID & C0. 
To every BerkeEPeRr in this province, beyond 10 miles 26 QUEEN STREET 4 AUCKLAND 

of Auckland. i" F 

Cut this out, enclose a stamped once 1 your DEALERS IN BEESWAX. 

meh Sa one uot aa Sa Also, Exporters of Flax, Fungus, Timber, and Gum. 

Tig ele alniae bebyon Mh HOPKINS ant | nezarsonn No. 970 (raueenowe No, st, 
NOT AVAILABLE A SECOND TIME, WAV F R LEY H OTEL 

J M M°LACHLAN QUEEN STREET (apsorine Ramway Sravioy) 

° ° 

' DRAPER AUCKLAND, NEw ZEALAND. 
u ; 

222 Q UEEN STREET The above Hotel is one of the largest in the City of 

“STS SST Tas = 5 a ami a a maa Auckland, and for the accommodation of families and 

IMPROVED travellers is unsurpassed. 

HOT, COLD, AND SHOWER BATHS. 

CITY] 1 Tram ‘Terminus and Busses to all parts of the City and 

LANGSTROTH BEEHIVES, | son. 
G. I. PANTER, Proprietor. 

SMOKERS, COMB-FOUNDATION, EXTRACTORS, ~ ODLUM & SMITH ii aos 

AND EVERY REQUISITE FOR THE APIARY. 

_ Goppersmiths, Gasfitters 
T. G. BRICKELL HOUSE and SHIP PLUMBERS. 

BATH STREET, DUNEDIN, | JIM, ZINC, and IRON-PLATE WORKERS. 

My patent device for reversing frames is easily fixed on SPECIALTY 

frames already filled with comb requires no alteration of 

hives or frames, and gives universai satisfaction Having imported machinery for making ali kinds of” 

HONEY and JAM TINS we are prepared to éupply -hese 

aC ee articles st the LOWEST PRICE in any quantity 

PRICE LISTON APPLICATION, Took FIRST PRIZE at the Exhibition for Honey Fins 

we CAS BUYER ee ee NEAR THE DOCK. 

MMSE 8 LOWER ALBERT STREET, 
Upholsterer and Cabinetmaker 

: KARANGAHAPE ROAD. AUCKUAN D. 
pare BENE | 2 Cy { 

Country Buyers of Spring Mattresses and Suites should see EG GS FO R H A T CHING : 

our prices and samples before purchasing elsewhere, From my WYANDOTTES. 

Including Imported and First Prize Birds 
REPAIR: LL BRANCHES. rs 

oo S (2 strains), Auckland Poultry Show, 1887. £1 for 

Country Orders immediately attended to. Price list sent 13 eggs. F. STEPHENS, 136 Queen Street 

on application. : : es ! Auckland, i } ! i!
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. B.-HALL G. CAMPBELL, WerPotAte 
GHEMIST AND ~DRUGGIST 

wn, A | L O R PRESCRIPTIONS ChReroLty PREPARED. 

, Absolute Phenol, Salicylic Aes, Borax and Chloride of 
Mercury for curing Foul Brood, mixed ready for use 
if required. | Atomisers or Sprayers, and every descrip- — 

NT tion of Patent and Proprietary Medicines supplied. 225. QUEEN. 3! ir eas 
229 U EEN - Th EL I P Country Orders promptly attended to. 

TAI 7 oe Ti ATL a YY Oy 

AUCKLAND, 33) LOWER QUEEN STREET, 
cee ee a pee | |) AUekLAND. 

S ana ts Telephone 471.) [P.O. Box 87, 

SELON Te 
Ay See. Telegraph to New- : 

Telephone No. 209, Be ee Lean ia BRANSTON & LEE 

we ay ; — Coppersmiths, Plumbers, Gasfitters, 
NuRsERY.—First-class Nursery Stocks of all descriptions 

fe eee eee ame ered Pees carats BRASSFOUNDERS, HYDRAULIC EN' 
Hedge Plants, Climbers, Bulbs, and plants of ail kinds: e PINBERS) S: : 
Native Plants, erns, etc.. for Home planting and for export 
in wardian cases; Plants for Bee Pasture, ete., etc. 

SEED WAREHOUSE contains the best and most reliable n 
Seeds obtainable of all descriptions of Agricultural, Vege- o 3 s 
table, Flower, Bee, and Hedge Seeds, Seeds for Bee Pasture, a 
and all sundries and appliances for’ the reduction of insect | © sensor > 
pests, ete., ete. Seed Potatoes in very choice kinds, and all | fy. ers aNd | nt 
other Garden Roots.—C. T. WREN, Mount Hobson Nursery 3 Wie ee = 
and Seed Warehouse, Remuera, Auckland, N.Z. OF: | lee fi Si 

eT OMTadon) | 2. ee S 
: mre | i S Be \ 5 

© wey ee £ | 1 
nN iin oe = x . | Hi a ; cad 
ba a. <n e ee CG 
se es fe eS i>s | eg 

EX oe 2m > all) es o o Pe SG oo | ts ae i 
a ee Zo = i eat ee = 

Bice ee T —— ae COC 

Meese eccedlch te wm | CUSTOM. STREET; 
Se es oe 3 Sf NEXT THE Dock, 

America’s latest production and general favourite as the 

Best BEE Soe kad YOUNG BIRDS FROM THE e ‘ A VU. C K E A N D. 

Rinest wAmericanestrains, i238 sper.palr. |-as ee 
Despatched-on receipt of P.O.0. i 

EGGS, £1 PER DogEN. | F. STEPHENS 
T. B. HILL, Auckland, N.Z. 

2 so : 

A KARP 8 VE RM AN Boot and Shoe Manufacturer 
' 

Booksellers Fancy Stationers 
SS 

136 QUEEN STREET 
ENGLISH, AMERICAN, and COLONIAL 4 

PERIODICALS SUPPLIED, 

4 ' AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND. 
COUNTRY ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO. 

oe Prive for the Proprietors and Publishers, HOPKINS, HAYR, 
Baer, Of Auchond, at his Printiog, Ones, Soordand- 

VICTORIA ARCADE, AUCKLAND. street, "anokland, December, 1887. ne ont 
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